In [l] universal decoding schemes for finite-alphabet, finite-state channels were proposed and shown t3 be optimal in the sense of attaining the highest possible random coding error exponent, when the channel input vectors are chosen randomly under a uniform probability distribution. In other words, the average e m r probability over the ensemble of randomly selected codewords, decays at the fastest exponential rate. In the special case of DMC's, the proposed universal decoder selects a codeword that minimizes the empirical conditional entropy of the channel input given the channel output.
fastest exponential rate. In the special case of DMC's, the proposed universal decoder selects a codeword that minimizes the empirical conditional entropy of the channel input given the channel output.
We derive an analogous result for memoryless Gaussian channels with an unknown deterministic interference from a fairly wide class. The empirical conditional entropy of the input given the output is induced by an auxiliary backward channel whose parameters are estimated from the given output vector and each one of the codewords. We ulso allow a more general class of input distributions by slightly modifying the decoding rule. Similarly to [l] , it is shown that the proposed universal decoder attains the same error exponent as that of the ML decoder which is fully informed of the channel and the interfering signal.
The propawl decoder is different from an heuristic approach [2], where the channel and message are joiintly estimated by the ML method. While the former decoder is based on the backward channel as mentioned earlier, the latter corresponds to thefonvard channel. For the simple special case where there is no interference and the only uncertainty is in the channel fading parameter, it is demonstrated that the error exponent of the proposed d e might be strictly better than that of the joint ML channel-and-message estimation approach.
Summary
Consider a discrete-time,, Gaussian memoryless channel characterized by y, = a, + z, + w, , where xI is the desired channel input, a is an unknown fadin parameter, w, is zero mem Gaussian white noise with an unknown variance 2 z, is an unknown deterministic interference, and y , is the channel output. We assume that z, can be represerited by a series of given orthonormal bounded functions, i.e., z( = xz, bi Qi ,,, where I bi I < -and I Cpi I 4 L for all i and t , O < L <-.
Consider next, a codebook c p (XI, x2, . . . , @ ) of M = 2* equiprobable messages x1 = ( x i . x i , . . . , xi, . , . , x i ) E R" , i = 1 2 ,..., M , where R is the coding rate in bits per channel use. Clearly, if the parameter a and the interference signal 2, are known, the best is the h4L decoder,,which in the Gaussian case considered hen:. selects the message x1 that minimizes c:-l(Y, -z, -a/)2. Similarly to Ill, the probability of erior associated with the ML decoder will be denoted by P, p(C ,R ,n).
Since the design of a codebook C that minimizes P, (C ,R ,n ) under an input power constraint is prohibitedly complex for large n , will shall adopt the random coding approach, where each codeword is randomly chosen with respect to some probability density function_(PDF) q (x),pdependently of all other codewords. It is well known [3] that P,,o(q,R,n)=E(P,,o(CP,n)), where the expectation is taken over enisemble of randomly selected codebooks under q , decays exponentially for every R < R (q), where R ( q ) is a rate depending on q and always less thAm the channel capacity. The exponential rate of the error probability E (q p) = -1im,, +.n-'lOgf', ,~ (9 ,n ) is called the random coding error exponent. If the fading parameter tz and the interfering signal ( zI ] are unknown, then the ML decoder is obviously mapplicable. We next demonstrate a decoding procedure which is universal in the sense of being independent of a and [zI ), and at the same time attaining E (9 :R ). In other words, let P, (C ,R ,n ) denote the erroLprobability associated with the universalrule for a given codebook C , and let P, , , , (9 R ,n ) = E { P, , , , (C P ,n 11. Then, Pe , , , (q R ,n 1 decays exponentially at the same rate E (q ,R ) as that associated with the ML decoder. This is analogous to an earlier result by Ziv [l] for finite-alphabet, finite-state channels.
We now turn to present the proposed decoding d e . To this end, define an auxiliary backward channel of order k by the conditional PDF monotonically nondecreasing integer-valued sequence satisfying k,, 4-and k,,ln ' " 4 0 as n +-. Our decoding rule will select a message x' that maximizes the function maxW (xi rg,e,k,,) 4 (xi ) where Fe,, (q , R ,n) is the average error probability associated with (2).
The proof appears in [4].
The intuitive interpretation of (2) is that log U (x.y) can be thought of as an empiric$ version of the mutual information between x and y. Thus, we select the input x1 that seems empirically "most dependent" upon the given output vector y. This corresponds to the maximum mutual information (MMI) decoding principle. It should be pointed out that if (zI ) is known to be composed from k < m basis functions ( Qi ) , then the theorem applies with k,, = k in eq. (2) and m S k in eq. (3).
Ideally, one wishes to choose q(.) so as to maximize E(q $). However, since the maximizing PDF q (.) depends on the unknown channel, there is no way by which the transmitter can optimally select q (.) unless there is a feedback channel from the receiver to the transmitter. The choice of an input PDF of the form of eq. (3) can be also motivated by the fact that the capacity of the Gaussian channel is attained by a Gaussian PDF.
It tums out that the extension of the above theorem to nonmemoryless channels is not trivial. Consider, for example, a Gaussian channel with a linear intersymbol interference (ISI), characterized by yI = x!&ix,-i + w I , where {hi )/a is the channel impulse response and w, is a Gaussian white noise. The difficulty appears to be in an appropriate definition of the auxiliary backward channel. We conjecture that an appropriate definition of the backward channel in this case will be where 8 = (08, al, , , . , ak&, . . . , pk) and C,, (B,k ,y) is a normalization factor chosen such that the above PDF will integrate to unity.
